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No. 11. Chinese Famille Verte Porcelain Rouleau Vase (detail)

Asia Week 2022
In conjunction with Asia Week New York, we are delighted
to present this Spring Exhibition of some very beautiful
Chinese porcelains, works of art, as well as two special works
of Japanese porcelain. The Asia Week this year most happily
returns in person, and we look forward to welcoming many
of you at our gallery and exhibition in New York.
Our exhibition includes a variety of forms, types, and colors.
A number of the objects are also “old friends” that we are
delighted to have the opportunity to exhibit and present
again, in some cases almost 50 years later. As noted, and
unusual for us: the exhibition also includes two Japanese
porcelains. The first is a wonderful charger, formerly in the
historic collection of Augustus the Strong, the unparalleled
collector of Chinese and Japanese porcelain from the early
18th century. The second is an exuberant Imari Coffeepot
from the collection of Dr. Shirley M. Mueller, and with a
counterpart in the British Museum.
Kangxi period porcelains are represented both in Chinese
taste and export type, as well as the unique in-between

that one finds mainly in this period. These include some
monochromes, a wonderful pair of small rouleau vases
formerly in the J.P. Morgan Collection, and other pieces
from notable collections or with counterparts in important
private and museum collections world-wide. We also
include some important examples of 18th century porcelain
and China Trade/ export pieces. Indeed, something for
everyone!
This will be a busy season for us: first with this Asia Week
exhibition, to be followed by the rescheduled Winter
Show (this year in Spring, and to be held in early April).
Then, we will be exhibiting at the Philadelphia Antiques
Show in the end of April at an exciting new location: the
Philadelphia Museum of Art
We hope to see many of you at our gallery or at these
different events. But, if New York or travel remains
limited, we welcome your enquiries on any of these pieces
as well as the changing exhibition on our website. We are
always happy to hear from you!

Steven and Andrew Chait


1.

Pair of Chinese Rouge de Fer
and Famille Verte Porcelain
Plates
KANGXI PERIOD,
AD 1662-1722
Finely decorated in the center
with young boys holding lotus
flowers, set against a leafy
background.
The flanged rims are decorated
with flower meanders and
lingzhi fungus for Long Life, in a
striking contrast of white against
a rouge de fer ground, with
touches of gilt.
Diameter: 8 ½ inches (21.5 cm.)
Ex: European Collection (one
plate with the label of Helen Glatz,
England- a leading dealer in London
in the 1960s and 70s).
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2.

Group of Three Chinese White Ware/ Qingbai Ewers with String Design
Northern Song dynasty, ca: 11th- 12th century
Of elegant form with cup form mouth, strap handle, and curved everted
spout. Each with ornamental floral-shaped knot design beneath the spout.
These sting design ewers in our view are among the most interesting and
even whimsical types from this period.
Heights: 4 ¾, 7 ¾, and 8 inches (12, 19.7, and 20.2 cm.)
Provenance: The first two: from the Collection of Kai-Yin Lo; illustrated and
described by Krahl: Bright as Silver, White as Snow, 1998, Nos. 31 and 51; and exhibited
at the exhibition held at the Denver Art Museum. The third: from the Thomax
Collection No. 1648, formed by Prof. Leif Sourander, Abo, Finland assembled
from the 1960’s-1990s, and exhibited at the Arabia Museum, Helsinki, Finland,
September- October, 1994.
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3.

Pair of Chinese Unglazed Pottery Court Ladies
Tang dynasty, AD 618-907
Each finely modelled and forming an interesting and
varied pair. The classic corpulent Ladies are elegantly
dressed in long robes with a pointed shoe protruding
from beneath the hem, and their hair arranged in a
stylish coiffure. Their faces are well modelled with
subtle features and with serene expressions. Each
retains vestiges of slip decoration.

Heights: 18 and 18 ½ inches (46 and 47 cm.)
Ex: European Collection (acquired from Gisèle Croës,
Belgium in the late 1990s).
TL tested.
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4. Chinese Wood and Gesso Figure
Ca: first half 19th century
Likely representing a Daoist Immortal. Finely carved and posed seated
and holding a fan in his right hand. Dressed in elaborate colored robes; his
face is finely modelled with expressive features. The figure is reminiscent
of those found in historic collections at Brighton Pavilion and the Chinese
Pavilion at Drottningholm.
Height: 18 ½ inches (47 cm.)
Ex: French Collection (Normandy)
4
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5.

Large Chinese Teadust Glazed Porcelain Dragon Handled Vase
Ca: Late 18th/ Early 19th century
Of impressive size and form. Finely decorated, with areas left en biscuit and
dressed in a brownish tone for contrast. Presumably inspired by and meant
to imitate a classic bronze vessel.
Height: 18 ¼ inches (46.4 cm.)
Ex: American Collection
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6. Very Rare Pair of Chinese Celadon and Underglaze Blue and Red
Covered Porcelain Vases
Kangxi period, ca: late 17th century
Each decorated with the famed Eight Horses of the Zhou
dynasty ruler Wang Mu. All finely painted in various poses in a
combination of underglaze red and blue. The Vases present a
fine example using this technique and color combination. Copper
red was difficult to control in its firing, and here has successfully
attained the desired reddish tone. The celadon is also of a
beautiful rich tone.
Heights: 12 ⅝ inches (32 cm.)
7.

Chinese Famille Verte Glazed Biscuit Porcelain Figure of Guanyin
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Of classic type, posed seated in meditative pose, holding a flower in
her left hand and a peach in her right palm. Dressed in a beautiful
green and yellow robe with floral and abstract designs.
Height: 9 ⅛ inches (23.2 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection (acc. 1991)
Prior: Ex Collection: Harry Z. Isaacs
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Identical figures are in important private and museum collections
including the Victoria & Albert Museum (Salting Collection); the Taft
Museum; and the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Altman and Vogel
Collections).
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8.

Chinese Carved Jade Figure of a
Leaping Carp
Ca: 19th/ 20th century
Finely carved and of impressive
size. The Carp is posed leaping
from the sea above crested wave.
It is symbolic of perseverance,
overcoming adversity, and
professional success.
Height: 10 ½ inches (27 cm.)
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9.

Chinese Finely Carved Jade Elephant
18th century
Finely carved. Posed standing with head held slightly
down and trunk turned up for Good Luck. The stone,
of lovely light celadon tone with russet inclusions
worked into the carving.
Length: 1 ¾ inches (4.5 cm)
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Ex: Private American Collection
7
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10. Chinese Famille Verte Porcelain Plate
Kangxi period, ca: late 17th century
Decorated with a scene of figures in a mountain pass. All finely painted in
bright enamels. The scene is taken from a famed classic tale or painting.
The decorative style of this plate represents Chinese taste placed upon a
more Western-style plate presumably made for export to Europe. In the
earlier stages of the Kangxi period- such combinations are encountered as
the trade and decorative tastes between East and West were developing.
Diameter: 14 ½ inches (37 cm.)
Ex: Private European Collection
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11. Chinese Famille Verte Porcelain
Rouleau Vase
Kangxi period,
AD 1662-1722
Decorated with large reserves
of a bird perched on a flowering
branch. All very finely painted
in bright enamels and set again a
rouge de fer ground.
Height: 17 ¾ inches (45 cm.)
Ex: Private Western Collection
Ex Collection: Frederick and
Antoinette H. van Slyke, Baltimore
(mid-20th century collection)
Ex Collection: John Sparks, London
Similar and almost identical
vases: Hermitage, St. Petersburg;
Victoria & Albert Museum (Salting
Collection); and Walter’s Gallery,
Baltimore, published: Hobson:
1896; Metropolitan Museum of Art
(Converse Collection); and Lord
Kitchener Collection, published: Bahr,
Old Chinese Porcelain and Works of Art
in China, 1908, PL. LXXVII.
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12. Chinese Sancai/ Famille Verte Porcelain
Garden Seat
Early Kangxi period,
ca: last quarter 17th century
Of broad cylindrical drum-shaped form, with
open “cash” designs around the sides, further
embellished with lion heads, and raised bosses.
The top, is decorated with horses leaping over
swirling waves, and with additional Precious
Things, all set against a deep green background.
This is a rare form, and the horse decoration
on the top adds to the rarity, as this type of
decoration is mostly observed on bowls and
plates from this period.
Height: 13 ½ inches (34.5 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection
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13. Pair of Chinese Famille Verte Glazed
Biscuit Porcelain Vases and Covers
And Stands
Kangxi period,
ca: late 17th century
Each of segmented form in imitation
of bamboo. Decorated with various
flowering plants, all finely painted in
deep and vibrant enamels.
Heights: 10 ¼ inches (26 cm.)
Similar and related examples: Taft Museum
and the collections of Leonard Gow, J.P.
Morgan, and William Bennett.
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14. Chinese Famille Noire Porcelain Rouleau Vase
Kangxi period, ca: late 17th century
Decorated overall with large scale flowering prunus
among rockery and with colorful birds flying about.
Prunus is the plum blossom and is a sign of the
coming of Spring- with renewal and happiness. The
birds are likely magpies which were a symbol joy and
good fortune. All painted in vibrant tones of green,
aubergine, overglaze blue, black, yellow, and rouge de
fer against a striking deep black ground with slight
green wash that gives the black luster. The underfoot
with a light green wash.
Height: 24 ½ inches (62 cm.)
Ex Collection: Edson Bradley, USA
Sold in the sale of the Bradley Chinese porcelains at Christie’s
London, December 14, 1933, Lot 37, included with a fold-out
photograph.
Similar and related vases: the Salting Collection in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, and the former J.P. Morgan Collection.
Note: Large Famille Noire porcelains were among the most
prized and costly Chinese decorative art in the West in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Reflecting on this, it was
posited by John Pope and others in the 1970s that many (or
even all) of the large examples were 19th century pieces or
redecorated Kangxi vases, all made or adjusted to meet the
market demand of that time.
More recent scholarship has re-examined and challenged
this blanket dismissal. This is based upon decorative styles,
historic records, and established old provenances of some
pieces to the latter 1800's that predate the collecting craze
and exuberant prices of that time. We concur with this. (See:
du Boulay [Taft Collection, Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art,
1995); Beurdeley and Raindre: Qing Porcelain, 1986; and Krahl:
introduction to the Anthony de Rothschild Collection (1996, Vol. 1,
pp. xxiv-xxv).
All this said, undoubtedly copies were made and some
porcelains likely redecorated to meet the market demand
and rewards of the end of the 19th and early 20th century
collecting passions. Accordingly, each piece of this type needs
to be carefully examined and studied.
In terms of this vase, we are confident in the vase indeed
being of the Kangxi period. To that effect we have had it
TL tested at Oxford which confirmed a Kangxi date for the
porcelain. Next, its form and decoration are consistent with
Kangxi period pieces. We have further carefully examined the
vase and noted there is no evidence of any prior decoration. In
fact, the turn marks in the porcelain from when the vase was
fashioned on a wheel may be seen under the clear areas of the
glaze and show this decoration to be original. The green wash
to the underfoot is found on other famille noire small dishes
from the period in several old provinanced collections.
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In terms of the possibility of the black having been added laterthe black glaze has the green wash that is noticeably absent on
acknowledged early copies. Also notably: the overglaze blue
enamel on this vase shows the characteristic “halo” on the
surrounding black glaze where it meets and borders. This is
a characteristic generally found on Kangxi period porcelains
(in the clear glaze surrounding the blue). This is significant
because it indicates that the blue glaze was fired at the same
time or after the black (i.e. the black was not added later).
11
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15. Rare Pair of Chinese Rouge de Fer and Famille Verte Porcelain Rouleau Vases
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Decorated with alternating bands of decoration, with
rampant chilin or archaic dragons in the center; the
other bands with elaborate flower and tendril designs;
the neck with alternating leaf-form lappets. All finely
painted in deep enamels.
Heights: 10 ¾ inches (27.3 cm.)
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Ex Collection: J.P.Morgan (and likely prior in the James A.
Garland Collection)
Exhibited: Metropolitan Museum of Art, ca: late 19th
century- 1915.
Included and described: Catalogue of the Morgan Collection of
Chinese Porcelains, Vol. I, by Laffan and Bushell, 1904.
Vases of this type with colored decoration are rare, with blue
and white examples with almost identical decoration more
common. Examples include a pair in the Taft Museum and
a larger form vase with similar type of decoration in the
Leonard Gow Collection.

16. Chinese Blue and White
Porcelain Kendi
Early Kangxi period,
ca: last quarter 17th
century
Of lovely classic form with wide
radial spout. Finely decorated
overall with Lotus and tendrils;
the flattened globular top
resembles a small brush washer
and is decorated with rui designs
connoting that all should be “as
you wish.”
Kendis are drinking vessels
that were made mainly for the
Southeast Asian and Middle
Eastern Markets. They were also
very collectable as exotic forms
in Western collections. This is a
particularly fine example. The
decoration is also rare for this
type- and more often encountered
on vases, bowls, and dishes
primarily made for the Qing
court.
Height: 9 ½ inches (24 cm.)
Ex: Important Private American
Collection
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17. Fine Chinese Powder Blue
Porcelain Teapot
Kangxi period,
AD 1662-1722
Of drum-form. Decorated with
rectangular reserves in famille
verte with a pair of birds amidst
prunus and bamboo, and a rooster
and hen with chicks. All finely
painted in bright enamels.
Height: 4 ¼ inches (10.8 cm.)
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18. Chinese Famille Verte Porcelain Dragon and Phoenix Plate
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Decorated in the center with a large Dragon and Phoenix amidst cloud
and flame designs. The rim, with varying reserves containing auspicious
real and mythical animals in outdoor settings. All finely painted in deep
enamels. The underfoot with apocryphal mark.
Diameter: 14 ¼ inches (36.8 cm.)
Note: The subject of this plate is filled with symbolism of balance and auspicious
wishes. The Dragon and Phoenix are emblematic of the Emperor and Empress and
by extension men and women; the fabulous animals convey wishes for prosperity,
long life, and good tidings.
14
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19. Chinese Large Famille Verte Porcelain Bowl
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Decorated along the exterior with Court Ladies and
children in the garden of a palace. One group sits near
a table about to examine a painting; the other sitting
near the shore of a lake in the garden.

Note: It is very rare to encounter large scale figures
such as this on a bowl; these scenes being better
known on large plates. The decoration is in Chinese
taste.

The interior with a reserve of land and seascape in the
center; the inner rim with diaper and flowerheads. All
finely painted in bright enamels. The underfoot with
double fish mark within double rings- in underglaze
blue.

Diameter: 14 inches (35.5 cm.)
Height: 7 inches (18 cm.)

20. Rare Chinese Famille Verte Porcelain Gaming
Piece Jar
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Decorated with a scene of scholar Immortals
examining a scroll with Yin-Yang symbol in the
center; all situated in an outdoor setting. The
decoration is finely painted in deeply colored
enamels.
Height: 4 ¾ inches (12 cm.)
Diameter: 8 inches (20.3 cm.)
Jars of this type are rare in porcelain from this period.
This is only the second of this type in famille verte that
we have had in close to 40 years.
20
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21. Fine Chinese Apple Green Glazed
Porcelain Meiping
Ca: early-mid18th century
Of beautiful rounded form
with short cylindrical neck and
pronounced inner foot rim.
Glazed overall in a light green
glaze with characteristic crackle;
the interior and underfoot with
light brownish crackled glaze.
Based upon a Song dynasty form.
Height: 9 inches (23 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection
(acquired from our gallery 30 years
ago).
Previously in an English Collection
Similar example are in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York (Benjamin Altman bequest).
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22. Unusual Chinese Apple Green Glazed
Porcelain Handled Coupe,
Ca: 18th / early 19th century
Glazed on the exterior and underfoot in a
deep apple green glaze with characteristic
crackle; the interior in a similar crackled
grayish tinged tone. Of fine quality and an
unusual shape. Based upon a Song dynasty
form.
Height: 4 ⅝ inches (11.7 cm.)
Diameter of Mouth: 5 inches (12.7 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection (acquired from
our gallery almost 50 years ago)
Ex Collection: Harry Payne Bingham
Ex Collection: Oliver H. Payne (1839-1917)
Ex: Duveen Bros.
Exhibited on loan to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, early 20th century
16
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23. Very Fine Pair of Chinese Famille Verte Porcelain
Plates
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Each decorated with a basket of flowers, superbly
painted in bright enamels. Plates and dishes with this
type of decoration were made for both the Chinese
and European markets- with examples in both the
Palace Museum, Beijing and collection of porcelain of
Augustus the Strong, Elector of Saxony and King of
Poland.
Diameter: 8 ½ inches (21.6 cm.)
24. Chinese Carved Soapstone Figure of the Daoist
Immortal Zongli Quan
Ca: 17th/ 18th century
Finely carved in the full round. The Immortal is
dressed in a long robe with incised designs, and carries
a fan and fly-whisk in his left hand. The stone, of
lovely soft grayish/ beige tone with subtle striations.
Height: 8 inches (20.2 cm.)
While certainly made for Chinese collectors, figural
carvings such as this were very popular in early European
collections of the period and often included in a nobleman’s
Kunstkammer.
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25. Chinese Famille Verte and
Powder Blue Porcelain Rouleau
Vase
Kangxi period,
AD 1662-1722
Decorated in a rare combination
of powder blue and gilt landscape
reserves, set against a famille
verte ground strewn with flowers
and phoenixes. A very rare type.
Height: 17 ¼ inches (43.8 cm.)
Ex: Important American Collection
Ex Collection: Evelyn Annenberg Hall
Similar examples: O. Du Sartel in La
Porcelaine de Chine, 1881, Pl. XV, No.
83; Walter’s Collection, Baltimore:
Bushell, 1896, Fig. 208; and Lady
Lever Collection, England, published:
Hobson, 1928, No. 490.
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26. Fine Chinese Famille Verte
Porcelain Brushpot,
Kangxi period,
AD 1662-1722
Beautifully decorated with
an array of flowering plants,
rockery, cricket, butterfly, and a
bird perched upon a branch. All
painted in bright and vibrant
enamels against a luminous white
ground.
Height: 4 ¾ inches (12.2 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection
(acquired from our gallery around 30
years ago).
Ex: European Collection
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27. Rare Chinese Glazed Biscuit
Porcelain Figural Group of a
Phoenix in a Grotto
Kangxi period,
AD 1662-1722
Meticulously modeled in fine
detail, the phoenix standing in
profile amidst flowers with a
shaped rocky grotto forming the
backdrop.
Height: 4 ¼ inches (10.8 cm.)
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A very similar example was in the
historic collection of Augustus the
Strong (Dresden) in the early 18th
century; another was in the famed
Ionides collection (England, mid-20th
century).
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28. Chinese Blue and White Porcelain
Potiche and Cover
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Decorated along the exterior with
a scene depicting the reuniting of a
maiden with her beloved. Each of them
holds up a token sprig as recognition
of each other. The gentleman is
accompanied by an attendant, and
the maiden is in the company of her
attendants and servants. The scene
is set in the balustraded garden of a
palace, bordered at the back by trees,
rockery, and cloud swirls. The cover is
decorated with reserves of seated Court
ladies and jardinières with flowering
plants.
Height with cover: 8 ⅞ inches (19.7 cm.)
Diameter: 9 inches (23 cm.)
Ex: two Private American Collection
acquired from our gallery almost 40 years
ago
Prior in a Dutch Collection
Note: A very similar Potiche with landscape
decoration is in the Palace Museum, Beijing.
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29. Pair of Chinese Famille Rose
Porcelain Ewers
YONGZHENG/ EARLY
QIANLONG PERIOD, CA:
MID-18TH CENTURY
Each of fine form with
complementary shaped
covers. Beautifully
decorated with large
flowering plants, all painted
in deep and vibrant tones.
Of lovely proportions.
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Heights: 11 ½ inches (29 cm.)
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30. Pair of Chinese Export Wucai Glazed Vases and Covers
KANGXI PERIOD, CA: last quarter 17th century
Of unusual spiral form, likely based upon a European metal or glass shape.
Decorated overall with flowerheads and tendrils- also more European in
style. Thus type is more often encountered in blue and white,
Heights: 12 ½ inches (31.8 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection (acquired from our gallery over 40 years ago).
Identical vases may be found in the historic collection of Augustus the Strong (16701733) now in the Zwinger Museum, Dresden. Related examples in blue and white (ca:
1690) were excavated in the early 1990’s from the Vung Tau shipwreck off the coast
of Vietnam.
21
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31. Chinese Blue and White Kraak
Porcelain Bowl
Ca: early-mid
17th century
Decorated with Chinese figural
reserves, bordered with Iznik
style flowers including tulips and
carnations. The interior, with
a very rare “spinner” subject of
a Lady winding yarn around a
spool. All finely painted in deep
underglaze blue.
Kraak porcelain (named after
Portuguese tradeships called
carracks that first transported
these porclains to Europe), was
the first type of Chinese export
porcelain brought to the West
starting in the 16th century.
At that time, Chinese porcelain
was rare- and this type of
porcelain became a statement
of wealth and status. Kraak
porcelain is depicted in many old
master paintings from the period.
31 (Interior)
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Diameter: 14 ½ inches (37 cm.)
A very similar example from the
Troesch Collection, Switzerland is
illustrated and described by Rinaldi,
Kraak Porcelain, 1989, Pl. 202. Another
is in the Arnhem Museum, Holland.
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32. Pair of Chinese Famille Rose Openwork Porcelain Vases
Mid- 18th century
Of tapered hexagonal form with everted neck. The solid inner core encased in
openwork sides with complex honeycomb decoration and varied-shaped central
vase and flower shaped reserves with court ladies in palace interiors. All finely
painted in great detail. An unusual type and of particularly fine quality.
Heights: 14 ¾ inches (37.5 cm.)
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33. Large Japanese Imari Porcelain Charger
Late 17th/ early 18th century
Of broad rounded form with flanged rim. Beautifully decorated with Japanese
ladies standing between screens and flower carts- all finely painted in vibrant
enamels and gilt. The reverse side with chrysanthemum sprays, prunus, and
peonies. A beautiful and striking decoration and of impressive size.
Diameter: 21 ¾ inches (55 cm.)
Ex: Private European Collection
Ex Collection: Augustus the Strong, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland (1670-1733)
With incised Dresden “Johanneum” inventory mark to the underfoot: N 149 with cipher
24

34. Japanese Arita Ware Imari
Porcelain Coffeepot
Edo period, late 17th /
early 18th century
Based upon a European type but
recast with exuberant Japanese
molded relief decoration
depicting the Seven gods of Good
Fortune enjoying a festive meal
in a cherry blossom garden; the
neck, with shippo geometric
patterns and rabbits, the cover
decorated with two dragons, all
resting upon three exuberant
elephantine scrollwork feet.
Height: 17 ½ inches (44.5 cm.)
Ex Collection: Dr. Shirley M. Mueller
Ex: European Collection (1990s)
Illustrated: Inside the Head of a
Collector, by Shirley M. Mueller, MD,
2019, p. 173 and 174
Included in the video of the
exhibition: Elegance from the East:
New Insights from Old Porcelain,
Indianapolis Museum of Art, Lilly
House, May 26- October 22, 2017.
A very similar example is in the
British Museum Collection, from the
Franks Collection (donated in the late
19th century: Franks.493.A).
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35. Very Rare Pair of Chinese Blue and
White Porcelain Lozenge Shaped
Vases and Covers
Kangxi period, AD 1662-1722
Decorated with floral reserves, all
finely painted in deep underglaze
blue. This type of vase is known from
garniture sets from the Kangxi period;
however, this most unusual form in
our experience is extremely rare and,
more frequently observed in later
18th century porcelain. The form was
presumably done to facilitate use on
a shallow bracket or cabinet- and give
the illusion of the larger variety.
Heights: 13 ¼ inches (33.7 cm.)
36. Fine Pair of Chinese Export Silver
Handled Dishes
Last quarter 19th century
Of quatrefoil form with small
handles on either end. Decorated in
remarkable, intricate openwork with
dragons and flowers. Of particularly
fine quality and a rare type.
Marks: WH 90 and ideogram (for
Wang Hing)
13 x 9 ¼ inches (33 x 23.2 cm.)
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37. Fine Chinese Powder Blue And Famille Verte Porcelain Plate,
Kangxi period, ca: 1700 AD
Decorated with a scene of a couple seated in a palace garden. The
gentleman plays the Qin for the Lady, while a servant serves them tea. The
flanged rim is decorated with reserves of birds, animals and sacred objects,
all finely painted in famille verte enamels and set against a powder blue
ground with gilt tracery and diaper patterns.
Diameter: 15 ¾ inches (40 cm.)
Ex: Important American Collection
Ex: Ralph M. Chait Galleries early 1980s.
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38. Pair of Chinese Export Blue and White Porcelain Sibylla Merian
Botanical Plates,
Qianlong period, ca: 1740
Decorated in the center with flowers, caterpillars, and butterflies;
the flanged rims with a complementary flower and trellis design.
All painted in very deep and vibrant underglaze blue of almost
purplish tone.
Diameter: 10 inches (25.5 cm.)
Ex: Private American Collection
Note: The decoration on these plates is based upon a botanical and
insect drawing by the renowned German-Dutch woman artist Maria
Sibylla Merian (1647-1717). Merian was considered one of the finest
naturists and botanical artists from her time, and it is interesting to
see this European source directly incorporated into a Chinese export
service. Perhaps the caterpillar and butterfly aspect of these plates
connected to silk production and therefore made a good selection for
a subject in Chinese export porcelain. Merian in fact from a young
age raised silkworms and published in 1679 and 1683 two volumes of
engravings of caterpillars and their metamorphosis into butterflies.

39. Chinese Export Silver Flower-Holder Centerpiece
Ca: late 19th/ early 20th century
Consisting of a tall central trumpet-form receptacle, surrounded
by three additional ones of slightly smaller size. Each decorated
with four-clawed dragons in deep repousse and with fine chasing.
The central dragon on the large central holder is posed upright
and clasping the effulgent pearl in one of his clawed legs. This is
very unusual, as the pearl is often otherwise shown slightly out
of reach. The decoration is particularly well done.
Marked on edge of the foot: KMS and ideogram
Height: 13 inches (33 cm.)
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NOTE: KMS is a rare maker in our experience. While noted in the
index of makers in The Chait Collection of Chinese Export Silver, this is the
first example by this maker that we have owned.
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40. Superb Chinese Export Reverse Glass Painting
Astrea Instructing Arthegal on Justice
Ca: 1790-1800
Faithfully based upon the mezzo tint by Maria Cosway
(ca: 1785) of the scene from Edmund Spenser’s
The Faerie Queene, Book V, Canto I. Spenser’s epic
allegorical poem on virtue was written in the late 16th
century and presented to Queen Elizabeth.
Framed: 32 ½ x 26 inches (82.5 x 66 cm.)

This is a curious subject to have entered into the China
Trade and emerge as a reverse glass painting. Certainly, one
of Cosway’s prints of this subject was taken to China and
copied in this very difficult technique by an artist in Canton,
and then exported to England. The quality of the painting is
masterful and the faithfulness to the original is of note. The
colors are also wonderfully done.
The complexity of the reverse glass painting technique was
mastered in China and was an element of the China Trade
from the 18th century onward. The fragility of the glass and its
surviving the journey is further both fortunate and remarkable.
An original print by Cosway of this scene is in the British
Museum.

Ralph M. Chait Galleries inc.
16 East 52nd Street
10th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 212-397-2818
info@rmchaitgal.net
www.rmchait.com

